Reinforce your hard-won experience with hard data
LexisNexis® Verdict & Settlement Analyzer

Access the industry’s largest collection of verdicts research and litigation settlements. It’s time-tested to help attorneys make data-driven assessments.

**SHARPEN YOUR LITIGATION STRATEGY WITH:**
- More than 1.2 million verdict and settlement documents
- Legal and litigation content you can’t get anywhere else
- Interactive analytical reports featuring charts and graphics

But don’t take our word for it ...

“[LexisNexis] Verdict & Settlement Analyzer as a tool to provide settlement ranges in various cases. This has helped our firm be able to successfully negotiate several settlements.”
— Legal Assistant, 21 – 50 Attorney Firm
SOURCE: TECHVALIDATE. TVID: CFE-3C5-25F

“In every demand to insurance companies we do, I research the specific type of case in the [LexisNexis] Verdict & Settlement Analyzer, sometimes based on the specific injury, venue, insurance company or defendant. It’s very helpful.”
— Paralegal, 1 Attorney Firm
SOURCE: TECHVALIDATE. TVID: 63B-447-006

**COMPARE JURISDICTIONS**

“I’ve used [LexisNexis] Verdict & Settlement Analyzer to find out how judges have ruled on specific legal issues in certain jurisdictions. It’s also been especially helpful in identifying damages awarded in cases similar to our own.”
— Paralegal, 21 – 50 Attorney Firm
SOURCE: TECHVALIDATE. TVID: 0FB-26C-882

“I have used it to adjust and standardize my valuation of cases in South Carolina after having practiced in Georgia for a number of years. While the two jurisdictions are close, case valuation varies significantly.”
— Associate, 2 – 5 Attorney Firm
SOURCE: TECHVALIDATE. TVID: 699-D16-26B
**Need more evidence?**

“[LexisNexis Verdict & Settlement Analyzer] is a good tool to back up our arguments with raw data and when discussing case values with a client or opposing counsel or a mediator.”

—Senior Associate, 11 – 20 Attorney Firm  
**SOURCE:** TECHVALIDATE. TVID: 0A4-AE0-6AE

---

**ASSESS CASE VALUE**

“I have used the tool to generate a range of prior settlement values and arrive at an estimated settlement range for my case.”

—Partner, 11 – 20 Attorney Firm  
**SOURCE:** TECHVALIDATE. TVID: 824-C35-267

“[LexisNexis Verdict & Settlement Analyzer] was helpful in assessing the value of a case that involved a more obscure area of law that my firm was not as familiar with.”

—Associate, 11 – 20 Attorney Firm  
**SOURCE:** TECHVALIDATE. TVID: B5D-8DE-3EB

---

**PREPARE FOR NEGOTIATIONS**

“It has been useful in negotiations when adjusters have seriously undervalued a claim to demonstrate that similar case results in the jurisdiction were much higher than offers made by the Defense.”

—Associate, 2 – 5 Attorney Firm  
**SOURCE:** TECHVALIDATE. TVID: 241-C32-C9A

“[LexisNexis Verdict & Settlement Analyzer] is helpful in assessing case value based on past verdicts and settlements.”

—Solo Practitioner, Small Business Legal Company  
**SOURCE:** TECHVALIDATE. TVID: D99-34A – 63C

“We were able to find a settlement that was recovered in unique types of cases.”

—Associate, 2 – 5 Attorney Firm  
**SOURCE:** TECHVALIDATE. TVID: 609-685-A41

“[LexisNexis Verdict & Settlement Analyzer has helped] in negotiations of settlement with difficult insurance companies.”

—Elsie Valenciano, Paralegal, Rivas Law Group  
**SOURCE:** TECHVALIDATE. TVID: 495-E79-D53

---

**FIND OUT MORE**

LEXISNEXIS.COM/VSA  
800.628.3612

---

*The quotes in this document are from third-party TechValidate® surveys completed in September 2017. TechValidate® is a trusted third-party research organization that directly interfaces with business and technology end users to collect and validate information about their deployments. More information is available at techvalidate.com. Every unit of TechValidate content is stamped with a unique nine-digit identifier called a TVID for easy identification and verification.*